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Motivation

• Tropical Atlantic Ocean is important for regional/global climate.

• Global climate models have large errors in simulation of mean state.

- A reversed east-west gradient
- Weak equatorial currents and upwelling

- Underestimate oceanic mesoscale variability; 

- Tropical Instability Waves
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• Generated by instability of equatorial currents and front; 

• Large SST anomalies trigger atmospheric response

• Eddy temperature advection is important in heat budget. 

 Tropical Instability Waves

SFC HFLUX

Net Eddy

Upwelling and Entrainment

Net Horizontal Adv.
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Long-term impacts of TIWs on present-day and changing climate?
➜ Adopt a coupled dynamic downscaling approach.
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Regional Coupled Model

• CTL:  RSM (NCEP2 6 
hourly) + ROMS (SODA 
monthly)

• 25 km ROMS + 50 km RSM
• 28-yr. integrations:1980-2007
• Daily coupling
• CO2=348 PPM

Scripps Coupled Ocean-Atmosphere Regional (SCOAR) Model

Reanalyses/AGCMs

ATMOS

Daily-to-
hourly 

coupling

Ocean Analysis/OGCMs

SST

Flux
OCEAN

1. Scripps
Regional Spectral 

Model (RSM)

2. Weather 
Research and 
Forecasting 

Model (WRF)

 Regional 
Ocean 

Modeling 
System (ROMS)

• Precipitation from African Easterly Waves in a Coupled Model of the 
Tropical Atlantic. J. Climate 2008

• Feedback of Tropical Instability Wave - induced Atmospheric Variability 
onto the Atlantic Ocean. J. Climate, 2007b

• Effect of Ocean Mesoscale Variability on the Mean State of Tropical 
Atlantic Climate. GRL, 2006

Seo, Miller and Roads, J. Climate. 2007
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Annual mean climatology

• OBS: Zonal SST 
gradient (warm west- 
cold east)

• CM2.1 shows a 
revered SST gradient

• SCOAR has its own 
bias, but it also features 
zonal gradient and 
equatorial cold tongue 
via downscaling.

OBS

CM2.1

SCOAR

SST,  Wind Precip, net heat flux
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Equatorial Undercurrent (EUC) in the regional and global model

• Weak EUC and weak upwelling in CM2.1. 

• Strong EUC and strong upwelling in SCOAR. 

• EUC waters upwells in the cold tongue (Hormann and Brandt, 2007)

• How will the currents and upwelling change under the greenhouse gas forcing?

SCOAR U CM2.1 USODA (OBS) U

Latitude

 30°W-10°W, 1998-2007

D
ep

th
 [

m
]

[cm]

EUC

nSEC
NECC

sSEC
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Simulation of global warming response 
Experimental Setup: Pseudo-global warming simulation

• δ=Monthly climatology 
of global warming signals 
(2045-2050) minus 
(1996-2000)

• GW:  RSM (NCEP2 +δ) + 
ROMS (SODA+δ)

• 10 member ensemble 
mean GFDL CM2.1 A1B 
simulation

• CO2=521.75 PPMNCEP2 + δ

ATMOS

Daily 
Coupling

SODA + δ

SST

Flux
OCEAN

1. Scripps
Regional Spectral 

Model (RSM)

 Regional 
Ocean 

Modeling 
System (ROMS)
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Change in annual mean state (GW-CTL)

• Equatorial ocean: 
- Reduced warming in the 
equator.
- Cross-equatorial 
southerly wind is 
stronger on equator.

• Large-scale atmosphere: 
- Increased (decreased) 
rainfall in the tropical 
northeast (south) 
Atlantic.

SCOAR

SST,  Wind Precip, net heat flux

CM2.1
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Response of ocean to the cross-equatorial southerly wind?
1. Reduced warming on the equator?
2. Change in equatorial currents?
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1. Reduced warming in the cold tongue is due to increased upwelling.

➌

!

❷ Radiative heating ➜ dT*/
dZ >0 (Clement et al. 1996)

❸ Cross-equatorial wind 
➜ w*>0❷+❸

Atlantic (w*, ❸)

cf> Pacific (dT*/dZ, ❷)

❶ ❷

❸

x=<x>+x* 
<>: present-day mean (CTL)
*: Perturbation (GW-CTL) 

➍❸❷❶under global warming

[C/mon]
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2. Stronger equatorial currents and dynamic instability

 30°W-10°W, 1998-2007
Latitude

This should lead to stronger TIWs.

• Cross-equatorial southerly wind 
➜ Currents ↑ and w* ↑ ➜ 
Dynamic instability ↑
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(b) Baroclinic conversion rate

CTL
GW

Barotropic conversion

Baroclinic conversion
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Variability of TIWs is intensified.

• 20-40 day band-
pass filtered EKE 
and SST. 

• Both EKE and 
TIW-induced SST 
variance become 
stronger during the 
cold season (~30%).

cm2/s2CTL EKE

CTL SST Variance

GW EKE

GW SST Variance

Changes in eddy heat flux?

°C2
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Eddy temperature advection is 
important.

• GW-CTL: All components of eddy 
temperature advection strengthen.

CTL Eddy-y

CTL Eddy-z

CTL Eddy-sum

GW Eddy-x

GW Eddy-y

GW Eddy-z

GW Eddy-sum

CTL Eddy-x

δ(Net eddy)

δ(upwelling)

• TIW-heat flux significantly 
offsets cooling due to 
enhanced upwelling.

 GW-CTL 30°W-10°W, 1998-2007

Latitude

[˚
C

/m
on

]
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Summary

• Regional coupled models help interpretation of regional patterns of ocean 
warming

• Exploratory research: 

(1) Increased equatorial upwelling reduces warming response 

• driven by large-scale atmospheric pattern in CM2.1

• w* (cf, dT*/dZ in the Pacific)  

(2) TIWs produce a sizable eddy heat flux

• generated by downscaling

• warming equatorial cold tongue.

Seo and Xie, 2011
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Implications

• Observations: Need a sustained monitoring of currents and waves 

• Both meridional and zonal

• Global Climate Models: Need to capture equatorial currents and upwelling 

• Possible source of equatorial biases and uncertainty for projections

• Regional Coupled Models: Need longer-term downscaling of multiple CMIP5 
models 

• Robust assessment of regional climate processes
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Thank you!
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u′sfc⋅τ′ :Correlation of TIW-induced current and wind stress

• Wind and current are negatively correlated. 
• Wind-current coupling ➔ energy sink

Correlation of v′sfc and τ′y
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Atlantic TIWs, 25 km resolution 
ROMS/RSM: 1999-2004
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Equatorial cold tongue within mean warming pattern 

• 20C GFDL underestimates the cold tongue and reversed SST gradient
• SCOAR CTL captures the cold tongue somewhat better
• Cold tongue exhibits least warming in GFDL A1B and SCOAR GW.
• Seasonal cycle is strengthened.
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Coupling of current and wind
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Change in mean state (GW-CTL) during upwelling season 

- Reduced warming of 
equatorial cold tongue
- Cross-equatorial 
southerly wind

• Similar large-scale 
atmosphere: 
- Increased (decreased) 
rainfall in the tropical 
northeast (south) 
Atlantic.

SCOAR

SST,  Wind Precip, net heat flux

CM2.1
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Different air-sea interactions on basin-scale vs ocean mesoscale

• SST, Wind, SLP regressed onto the 
Pacific Decadal Oscillation Index

• Stronger wind ➔ colder SST 
(Negative correlation).

Matuna et al. 1997

3388 VOLUME 15J O U R N A L O F C L I M A T E

FIG. 9. (top) Longitude–height section of zonal wind velocity (vectors) and virtual potential temperature (K) (contours
and shading) during the IOP. (bottom) SST (!C). The numerals with the plot refer to the number of the sounding site
(see Fig. 1).

FIG. 10. (a) 5-min sea surface pressure (SLP in hPa) measured by
the Shoyo-maru along 2!N. (b) SLP " 1015 (hPa) with the diurnal
and semidiurnal harmonics removed. (c) SST (!C).

cause f /# $ 0.24 ( f is the Coriolis parameter). The
equation for surface zonal velocity may be reduced to

1 dP
"#U $ . (1)

% dx

Here, the momentum mixing with the free atmosphere
was neglected for simplicity, but the entrainment across
the inversion may be important in the climatological
balance of the mean boundary layer wind (Stevens et
al. 2002). For a sinusoidal SST wave of an amplitude

of 1!C, the amplitude of the zonal wind response is U
& 12 m s"1, far too large compared to observations.
Figure 10a shows the 5-min SLP measurements made

on board the Shoyo-maru, which are dominated by semi-
diurnal and diurnal tides with amplitudes of about 2
hPa. We apply the harmonic analysis and remove the
semidiurnal and diurnal harmonics. The resultant time
series has a typical amplitude of 1.0 hPa at low fre-
quencies (Fig. 10b). The tide-removed SLP, however,
does not seem correlated with local SSTs. For example,
no SLP increase is observed over any of the four SST
minima between 140! and 110!W, indicating that the
SLP response to TIWs is much smaller than 0.4 hPa,
the hydrostatic pressure due to a 1!C temperature change
within the PBL. The small SLP response is consistent
with previous inferences based on buoy and satellite
wind measurements (Hayes et al. 1989; Xie et al. 1998;
Chelton et al. 2001; Hashizume et al. 2001).

b. Vertical structure

Then what is responsible for the reduced SLP re-
sponse? Figure 11a shows the longitude–height section
of zonally high-pass filtered anomalies of virtual po-
tential temperature. In addition to anomalies below 1000
m that are roughly of the same signs as the local SST
anomalies, larger anomalies of the opposite signs are
found further above between 1000–1600 m, which were
not considered in our first attempt at SLP estimate. The
latter anomalies are associated with the vertical dis-
placement of the main PBL-capping inversion. Over
warm SSTs, air temperature below the inversion in-
creases via turbulent heat flux. At the same time, the
main inversion rises (star symbols), leading to a strong

Hashizume et al., 2002

vertical momentum mixing
• Positive correlation (Warm SST ➔ Stronger 

wind)
• Negative correlation (Stronger wind ➔ 

Cold SST)
• C-GCMs: Lack of coherent atmospheric 

response.
• Their impact on ocean & atmosphere?

Corr. Coef. of wind speed and SST (high-passed)

Xie et al. 2004
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Combined EOF 1 of SST & Wind vectors
➀ Direct influence from SST
(Wallace et al. 1989)

② Modification of wind stress curl and 

divergence (Chelton et al. 2001)

Response of Wind to SST
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Anomalies in current and wind stress are opposite in direction.

• Wind and current are negatively 
correlated. 

• Wind-current coupling ➔ energy sink

Correlation of v′sfc and τ′y

τy’
vsfc

Mean

€ 

τ y

EQ

4N

Atlantic TIWs
Barotropic 
conversion

Wind-
current 
coupling

Latitude

• Wind contribution to TIWs 
is ~10% of BT conversion 
rate. 
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June-July-August Climatology
SST and surface wind

• OBS: Zonal SST 
gradient (warm west- 
cold east)

• CM2.1 shows a 
revered SST gradient

• SCOAR has its own 
bias, but features zonal 
gradient and equatorial 
cold tongue.

OBS

CM2.1

SCOAR
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Variability of TIWs is intensified.
CTL EKE GW EKE

EKE SST Variance

GW SST VarianceCTL SST Variance

• 20-40 day band-
pass filtered EKE 
and SST. 

• Both EKE and 
TIW-induced SST 
variance become 
stronger during the 
cold season (~30%).

monthmonth

Changes in eddy heat flux?

cm2/s2

°C2
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1. Reduced warming in the cold tongue is due to increased upwelling.

➌

!

✔ Atlantic (w*, ❸) (cf, Pacific (dT*/dZ, ❷)

x=<x>+x* 
<>: present-day mean (CTL)
*: Perturbation (GW-CTL) 

➍❸❷❶under global warming

[C/mon]

❷ Radiative heating 
➜ dT*/dZ >0 
(Clement et al. 
1996)

❸ Cross-equatorial 
wind ➜ w*>0

❷ ❸

❷+❸
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June-July-August Climatology

• OBS: Zonal SST 
gradient (warm west- 
cold east)

• CM2.1 shows a 
revered SST gradient

• SCOAR features zonal 
gradient and equatorial 
cold tongue via 
downscaling.

• Large-scale 
atmospheric circulation 
is similar: the double 
ITCZ. 

SST,  Wind Precip, net heat flux

OBS

CM2.1

SCOAR
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More dynamically unstable equatorial ocean 

• Cross-equatorial southerly 
wind ➜ Eq. Currents ↑ and w* 
↑ ➜ Dynamic instability ↑

• Ocean becomes 
dynamically more unstable.
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(b) Baroclinic conversion rate
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Stronger TIWs?
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TIWs, currents, and wind on Sep 5, 1999

• TIWs can be seen both from SST and surface wind! 

MODEL SST, CURRENT

TRMM SST

MODEL WIND STRESS

QSCAT WIND STRESS
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SST gradients generate wind curl/div.

TRMM & QuikSCAT from Chelton (OSU)

Chelton 
et al. 
2005

COLD

WARM

EQ

EQ

EQ

MODEL
Curl

Divergence

OBS

SST
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There is an linear relationship between them.
(Coupling coefficient, Chelton et al. 2001)

s=1.35   s= 0.75

5S-5N, 125-100W, Jul-Dec

Div vs dSST Curl vs dSST

s=1.35   s= 0.75

s=1.47   s= 0.89

[ºC/100km][ºC/100km]
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Based on 
QSCAT and 
TRMM data

MODEL 
1999-2003
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Turbulent heat flux damps the TIWs.

• SST’ and LH’ are out of phase, damping the SST anomalies of TIWs.

• Zhang and McPhaden (1995): 50 W/m2 
per 1K of latent heat flux.

SST

LH

s=-33.5

LH vs SST
Combined EOF: SST (contour) and

 Latent heat flux (color)
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GW-CTL
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cp!h!Tt " v · !T# $ Qatmos % Qent " Qdiff. !1#

Here T is the SST, & is the density, and cp is the heat
capacity of seawater, h is the ML depth, v is the hori-
zontal velocity vector, Qatmos is the net surface heat flux
from the atmosphere, Qent is the cooling of the ML due
to entrainment of water from below, and Qdiff is the
horizontal diffusion of heat in the OGCM, intended to
represent unresolved eddy transports. Dividing by cp&h
and averaging over the 5 yr of model output yields

vs · !Ts " vs · !T" " v! · !Ts " v! · !T" $ qatmos

% qent " qdiff, !2#

where the overbar denotes the 5 yr mean; the SST and
the velocities have been split into mean plus seasonal
cycle (subscript s) and eddy component (superscript
prime). The mean plus seasonal cycle has been deter-
mined by averaging over the monthly values of all
years, and the eddy components are the deviations
from these mean plus seasonal values. The first term on
the lhs is the contribution of the mean and the seasonal
cycle to the heat budget, and the next three terms are
the eddy contributions (since they would be zero with-
out eddies; see Kessler et al. 1998). The reason for this
somewhat unusual split is that it facilitates the compari-
son between L, which can be expected to reproduce the
seasonal cycle but not the eddy fluxes, and H, which
resolves both. The components of the budget in (2) can

be computed from the model output to estimate what
processes determine the SST.

The heat budget for H (Fig. 4) is similar to the one
obtained by JMB, who studied an eddy-resolving level
model [the Princeton Modular Ocean Model (MOM2b)]
driven by the same winds as H, but with SST restoring
as boundary conditions and the Pacanowski and Phi-
lander (1981) vertical mixing scheme. The main differ-
ence is that the TIW contribution to the ML heat bud-
get in JMB is 50% smaller than in H and the mean
advection of heat in H is 50% smaller than in JMB. The
contribution of entrainment and atmospheric net heat
flux are approximately equal. Given the very different
vertical mixing parameterization and thermal boundary
conditions in the two experiments, this is a reassuring
result. However, one of the motivations of the present
study is that in JMB the ML is not properly resolved
and the SST restoring introduces spurious heat sources.
These shortcomings are overcome in the present study
through the addition of an ABLM and a more realistic
ocean ML model.

The similarity of the mean and seasonal advection of
heat (red line in Figs. 4 and 5) in H and L demonstrates
that the seasonal signal is well resolved in L and that
the scale separation between the seasonal and high fre-
quency signals is large enough to justify the split in Eq.
(2). North of the equator the mean and seasonal heat
advection is dominated by the meridional component
that moves upwelled cold water poleward through Ek-
man dynamics, whereas south of the equator zonal and

FIG. 4. Annual mean heat budget for H averaged between 25° and 20°W. Black: net surface
heat flux, the red line is the mean and seasonal advection of heat, the dark blue line is eddy
heat fluxes, light blue: horizontal diffusion, and green line: entrainment and vertical diffusion.
Units are kelvin month%1.

15 MARCH 2005 J O C H U M E T A L . 845

Fig 4 live 4/C

Jochum et al. 2005
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